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Mercer’s Gender Equal Pay Analysis provides an overview of your 
organization’s gender equal pay and gender representation. This will            
help you assess the difference in pay levels of individuals doing equal              
or similar work in your business.

Using Mercer’s Gender Equal 
Pay Analysis, you’ll be able to 
answer these key questions:

• What is the overall gender pay and equal pay gap in
my company?

• What are the differences in pay between men and
women at similar positions in my company?

• What is the impact of variable pay?

• In which roles can we find potentially unexplainable
pay differences?

• What is the current gender distribution by grade in
my company?

• Which positions are dominated by particular
genders, and how does this affect overall pay?

Who could benefit from our 
Gender Equal Pay Analysis?  
• Companies looking for support with country-specific 

legal requirements related to gender equal pay

• Small-to-midsize companies (up to 5,000 employees) 
seeking external support to perform a high-level 
gender equal pay analysis 

• Companies operating in a single country, or across 
several countries, with small employee size samples 
(usually below 500)

This analysis provides high-level insights into pay 
differences. The data collated and analysis performed 
is currently compliant with Swedish and Norwegian 
legislation related to gender equality and gender equal 
pay (Nov 2021). Further customization can be done to 
address other legal requirements or types of analysis. 

Larger companies looking for deeper, root-cause-oriented 
pay-equity studies that review for gender, racial and 
intersectional differences should consider Mercer’s 
regression-based Pay Equity Analysis approach.

What does the analysis offer?
A dashboard provides you with a summary by grade, 
function and entity, covering:

• Gender and salary distribution

• Salary differences within female-dominated equal roles

• A list of equal jobs where corrective measures are 
advised, along with the estimated adjustment budget

https://www.mercer.com/ourthinking/career/pay-equity-analysis.html
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Corrective measures advised — list of equal jobs

Corrective measures advised — female-dominated jobs

Audit tables provide detailed insights of gender equal pay at any job level in your organization. 

Looking into annual base salary and annual total cash (base salary and variable pay), you will see:

• Pay gaps in the equal jobs explained and unexplained by the objective factors of your choice (up to three options are 
covered; for example, age, tenure and employee performance)

• Female-dominated jobs and their compensation levels versus non-female-dominated jobs

Annual base salary (EUR)

This table shows the salary discrepancy between men and women with equal jobs. The table displays differences in 
minimum, median and maximum pay as well as the proportion of women compared to men. 
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Contact us

For further information on price, content or 
timing or to request a demo, please contact your 
local consultant or one of our experts:

Lucye Provera      
lucye.provera@mercer.com     
M: +39 340 1732181 

Lea Lønsted      
lea.lonsted@mercer.com     
M: +45 3093 7064

http://lucye.provera@mercer.com 
http://lea.lonsted@mercer.com 



